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PART A: 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The task is to build a city using the most basic materials and the simplest technology. 
Students will reflect on the houses they live in now and what they dream of living in one day, 
asking what home means to them locally, culturally and personally, then comparing and 
contrasting that with what houses mean and how they are formed in different cultures, 
internationally and historically.  
 
Following drawing methods like structured modeling, three dimensional forms,  a restricted 
palette of colors, studio photographic techniques and stenciling, and armed with twigs and 
glue guns, students will create a city of these houses. Working in small groups, they each 
have the freedom to structure their house in their own way, and then gather what they create 
into suburbs and wider communities. 
 
Once communities have been defined and literally fixed into place, they will work together to 
critique and enhance what they have gathered as a built environment, focusing on how it 
relates to the natural world – the earth, sky and sea. 
 
Values highlighted in this unit and how students will be encouraged to develop the selected 
values during the unit: 
 

Excellence –aiming high, persevering: Work in this unit depends on a group effort, each 
house or structure is built individually but together they need to form a community with a 
history and a life of its own. 
 
Innovation, enquiry and curiosity: The material used in this unit has a long history as a 
building material across many different cultures; this will be explored in great detail during 
the unit. The techniques used will also be explored, using contemporary artists from both 
Pasifika and Maori cultures as a way of demonstrating to students the powerful and 
transcendent nature of these traditions. 
 
Diversity-culture, language, and heritage: Students will look at different building traditions 
through different ages and different cultures. They will be reflecting on the idea of 
community as expressed through physical structures. 
 
Respect-for themselves and others: The structure of this unit is made up almost entirely of 
group work. They are conceiving and building a community and retelling its story together. 
Each of them makes a part that comes together to make a whole. 
 



 
 
 
 
Key competencies highlighted in this unit and how students will be encouraged to develop 
the selected competency or competencies during this unit: 
 
Thinking - using creative, critical, metacognitive and reflective processes, drawing on 
personal knowledge and intuitions.  
Students will reflect on their own cultures and communities and look back at traditional 
techniques of housing and community structures and the thinking behind them. 
Throughout the unit, students will begin to draw connections to ideas around creating a 
fictional narrative for the community they are creating. 
 
Using language, symbols and texts -interpreting language and symbols, recognizing how 
choices of language and symbol affect people’s understanding.  
Students will decode the symbols used in flag construction from different countries, what 
they represent and the historical significance attached. They will then create their own flag to 
represent the communities they have created and the meaning behind them. 
 
Managing self - self-motivation, personal goals, and appropriate behavior, and 
resourcefulness, sense of self and importance of heritage. 
Students will create a community logbook, where they will record community information, 
and combine their group’s sketches into one book.  
 
Relating to others - listen actively, recognize different points of view, negotiate, share ideas. 
Students will work in groups, bringing their individual structures together to form a 
community/suburb and eventually bring all the suburbs together to form a city. 
 
Participating and contributing - balancing rights, roles and responsibilities, and 
responding appropriately as a group member.  
Students will work in groups creating a community together, with accompanying green 
spaces, flag, and narrative. They will each take on different responsibilities and roles in 
achieving this, from gathering the appropriate materials to share, to collaborating on 
narratives and flag design. 
 
Achievement Objectives: 
 

Understanding the arts in context: Investigate the purpose of objects and images from past 
and present cultures and identify the contexts in which they were made, viewed and valued. 
 
Developing practical knowledge: Explore and use art making conventions, applying 
knowledge of elements and selected principles through the use of materials and process. 



 
Developing ideas: Develop and revisit visual ideas, in response to a variety of motivations, 
observation, and imagination, supported by the study of artists work. 
 
Communicating and interpreting: Explore and describe ways in which meanings can be 
communicated and interpreted in their own and other’s work. 
 

Learning Outcomes and how students will learn: 
 

Students will explore ideas surrounding traditional techniques and materials used in 
building from their own and other cultures and the traditional terms and vocabulary 
surrounding this, they will do this by engaging in a variety of drawing methods, engage in 
dialogue on topic, brainstorm ideas within groups and view a series of relevant collected 
imagery. 
 

Students will investigate ideas surrounding communities, in a physical structural sense as 
well as a cultural and personal sense, they will do this by viewing images of collected 
imagery, brainstorming in groups, and quick time based drawing observations. 
 

Students will gain an understanding of art as a narrative tool, they will do this by scaffolded 
tasks around the idea of constructing a narrative in response to images, engage in group 
discussions. 
 
Students will express an understanding of art making conventions using a variety of 
materials and process, they will do this by engaging in a variety of drawing methods 
 

Students will explore and describe ways in which meaning can be interpreted in their own 
and others work, they will do this by engaging and sharing with each other their structures 
and describing a narrative within their group. 
 
 
 

Resources: 
 
PowerPoint – Examples of housing across different cultures/through different periods of time. 
PowerPoint _ Artist model / contemporary Maori and Pacifika contemporary artists 
PowerPoint – City Grids 
 
Twigs 
Glue Guns 
Black card 
Black paint 
Brushes 
Foliage 
Florist plant bed 
Worksheet- Narrative prompt questions 



Worksheet-unpacking symbolism and values in flags 
Coloring in pencils 
 

Key Vocabulary: 
 
Heritage 
Materials 
Symbols 
Scale 
Narrative 
Form 
Community 
whare puni (house/hut) 
pātaka (storehouses) 
wharepuni – sleeping houses  
whare-whakairo, or carved meeting house 
 tututuku )panels demonstrated the Maori love for land, forest and river) 
chief lived in a whare on the tihi or summit of a hill pa 
wharenui (literally 'big house') 
marae (was the central place of the village where culture can be celebrated ) 
faleo'o (small house) 
tunoa (cook house 
fale tele (big house) 
Ranginui (the sky) 
Papatūānuku (the earth)  
Te Kore (nothingness) 
Te Pō (darkness) 
Te Ao (light) 
Tino Rangatiratanga 

 
 
TIMING  
SEQUENCE OF LEARNING AND CONTENT  
 
WEEK 1 
Lesson 1 
 
Introduction to unit Twig City, example of a twig house that I had built, brainstorming 
around the idea of home and community/city,what this  looks like in different cultures, 
Introduction to the idea of a non fiction narrative. 
Establishing communities within the classroom, and creating an identity around this. 
PowerPoint of grid and layouts of system in aerial shots of citys,google map New York  ( live 
)and looked at grid system. 
 
Effective Pedagogy Strategies: 
Drawing on prior knowledge. 
Collaborative learning. 



 
Formative Assessment: 
A diagnostic assessment of student’s prior knowledge surrounding the idea of community 
and how different communities from different cultures are constructed, this was done within 
a group structure, where students had time to give feedback as a group.  
 
 
Lesson 2 
 
 

                                    
                                                                                        Chief Te – Rangi Tahau of Waipahihi.Lake Taupo.1870’s 

 
 
 
PowerPoint looking at examples from throughout history of different cultures examples of 
housing using traditional techniques. Students then started creating their own house using 
collected twigs and glue guns and an introduction to some of the vocabulary surrounding 
this. 
 
Effective Pedagogy Strategies: 
Use of exemplars (premade twig houses) 
Demonstration and modeling of techniques 
Classroom Discussion 
 
Formative Assessment: 
Informal observation of groups, offering targeted feedback 
 
 
 
 



Lesson 3 
 
 

 
                                                      Lisa Telford A Night on the Village 

 
PowerPoint presentation on contemporary Maori and Pacifika artists who use traditional 
techniques re interpreted in to their own work. Students continue building their individual 
structures. 
Effective Pedagogy Strategies: 
Use of exemplars (premade twig houses) 
Formative Assessment: 
Informal observation of groups, offering targeted feedback 
 
 
WEEK 2 
Lesson 4 
 
 
Students finished building their individual Twig houses, prepared the card for their suburb 
to come together as one. 
 
 



Formative Assessment: 
Informal observation of groups, offering targeted feedback 
 
Lesson 5 

    
 
 
 
 
Students cut out stencils that had been prepared to apply onto the baseboard of their suburb, 
as a way of marking the creators of the community under the earth so to speak. Creating a 
signature of themselves under the community they had built. 
 
Effective Pedagogy Strategies: 
Demonstration  
 
Formative Assessment: 
Informal observation of groups, offering targeted feedback 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WEEK 3 
Lesson 6 
 

 
 
Students decided where their structures would go on their baseboard and glued them down. 
Green spaces were then planted around their community, with native greens that had been 
collected. Students continued with their green spaces and were introduced to the idea of 
creating a narrative form the physical world they had created and now shared with each 
other. As a group they were to come up with a story of who lived there? And what happened 
there ? 
 
Week 4 
Lesson 7 
 

 



Students created a flag for their suburb. Were introduced to other country flags including 
The Tino Rangatiratanga flag and its meaning. Working off a work sheet of a collection of 
different countries flag they tried to decipher what the symbols meant, as individual groups 
we discussed their significance and the connection to the idea of a country’s values. Students 
then listed their community’s values and finished designing their own community flag. 
 
 
Lesson 8 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Students built a narrative around the community they had created, who lived here and what 
happened here were questions given to students on a work sheet with images they had taken 
of their communities. Students selected a narrator and shared these narratives to the rest of 
the class. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LESSON PLANS 
 
 
Lesson Plan 1 
Title :  
Twig City 
  

                            
 
 
 
 
Reference to NZ Curriculum 
DI.Developing Ideas in the Visual Arts 
DI.Developing Practical Knowledge  in the Visual Arts 
 
 
Key Competencies addressed in this lesson 
Thinking 
Using language,symbols,and text 
Managing Self 
 
Intended Learning Outcomes 
Students will gain an understanding of different grid systems used in creating citys. 
Students will discuss the idea of community and suburbs, and what they look like in different 
cultures through different periods of time. 
Students will generate a range of sketches of the house that they will build during this unit. 
Students will create several communities within the class and create a name for their 
community. 



 
Success Criteria  
Students will learn brainstorm the idea of what their community that they will construct look 
like, create an identity and name for their community. 
 
Resources you will draw on to inform yourself: 
Lesson Plan 
PowerPoint – City Grids 
 
Resources required for students: 
Notebooks 
Pencils 
Paper 
 
5min: Welcome class outside, get them settled, and then enter the classroom. Bags away, sit 
down and wait for instruction. 
 
5min: Introduce myself; explain who I am and what I am doing with them for the next 8 
lessons. Introduce the theme of the unit and what we will be building together, show the 
example of a Twig Hut that I had constructed and introduce them to the materials we will be 
using. Ask students if there are any questions they would like to ask. 
 
5min: Hand paper and pencils out and ask students to draw a series of quick sketches, 
beginning with: 
2minWhat would your dream house look like? 
2minWhat would your grandparent’s house look like? 
2minAndwhat their parent’s house looked like? 
2minWhat do you think the first house ever built looked like? 
2minAnd what would a house look like from another planet? 
 
10min: Get students to form groups within the class, and explain that these groups will be 
their community/suburb. Show the PowerPoint on City Grids, and explain that each of their 
twig houses will make a part of their suburb in their group and each of their suburbs in the 
class will come together to make up an entire city- Twig City. Hand out sketchbook for each 
suburb. 
 
10min:Students in their suburbs decide on a name for their community and write this in 
whatever style they want on the front cover of their book 
 
5min: Remind students of timing. Ask students to pack up and make sure their tables are 
clean and clear of rubbish. Get them settled back at their desks and recap on the lesson, and 
what we will be doing next lesson. Thank student for lesson. 



 
 
 
 
Lesson Plan 2 
Title :  
What Happened Here ? 
 

                   
 
 
There was a family of three kids two girls and a boy they were driving in the middle of 
nowhere they were basically in a forest. They were all arguing about why their mother left 
them, saying to each other it was all your fault she left! The argument became bigger and 
bigger it turned into a fight! Screaming and punching their father lost control of the car and 
crashed! Their father died and they were all devastated still angry at each other. They buried 
him and decided to build their own houses and to wait for help. They’d always look outside 
and hope that help would come. They got discovered 23 years later all dead! Until now their 
Siegvillle is now a place tourists will come and be told the legendary story about them. 
 
Reference to NZ Curriculum 
DI.Developing Ideas in the Visual Arts 
(CI) Communicating and Interpreting  
 
Key Competencies addressed in this lesson 
Thinking 
Using language,symbols,and text 
Managing Self 
 



Intended Learning Outcomes 
Students will gain an understanding of how to create a narrative around imagery 
Students will  discuss ideas of community, and reflect on earlier sketches they have made to 
what has now been constructed 
Students will create a narrative around the images they have taken of their community. 
 
Success Criteria  
Students will creative a  narrative around the community they built as a group and deliver 
this to the rest of the class. 
 
Resources you will draw on to inform yourself: 
Lesson Plan 
 
Resources required for students: 
Worksheets – Creating Narrative from Imagery 
Worksheet – Photographs of Communities 
Pencils 
Paper 
 
5min: Welcome class outside, get them settled, and then enter the classroom. Bags away, sit 
down and wait for instruction. 
 
10min: Introduce the lesson and recap on what the unit has been about. That we started this 
Twig city by forming smaller communities within this bigger place, that we now named 
them and each of you has a community that you belong to and created. I want to know from 
you who lives here and what happened here, handout worksheets that correspond to each 
community and pencils. 
 
15min: Students to work on answering questions on work sheets in groups that they have 
created their communities with. Make your way round the different groups, ask them to 
choose one narrator per group to tell the communities story. 
 
 
20min:  Each group comes to the front of the class with their model, waits for the class to be 
silence. I project behind them on the overhead images they have taken of their community. 
The narrator tells the communities story, who lived here? what happened here ? 
Students ask any questions to the group. The whole group can respond to these questions. 
 
10min:Students in their suburbs decide on a name for their community and write this in 
whatever style they want on the front cover of their book 
 



5min:  Ask students to pack up and make sure their tables are clean and clear of rubbish. Get 
them settled back at their desks and recap on the lesson. Thank students for lesson. 
 
 

Reflection : 
 
I feel I need to preface these reflections with a little background around this year 9 class. I 
had observed this year 9 class prior to teaching them and also had the chance to teach them 
their last class of their previous unit before planning and starting my unit. This was 
absolutely invaluable in helping me create a unit that felt would appropriately engage this 
class. They came with a reputation. I was warned; THEY’RE HARD TO HANDLE. A 
mixture of mainly Maori and Pacifika students, with the exception of twins from Thailand, 
they spanned a vast range of abilities. I knew my work would be cut out, but I approached 
the challenge with great gusto feeling that this was really what my course had been teaching 
for the past year, and now the proof would be in the pudding.  
 
I planned my unit around the idea of working in a group environment where they would 
divide themselves up into groups and work collaboratively for almost the entire unit. This 
was a great success and created a fantastic energy to the classroom, maybe sometimes too 
much to control.  
 
My biggest hurdle with this class throughout the unit was getting them to be quiet at the 
beginning of the class, even for just five minutes so I could give them enough instruction to 
begin a task.  I should have insisted on lining up outside until they could stop talking, and 
broke up problem groups even if it had taken the entire class. I knew that a system and 
structure needed to be put in place with this class from the beginning, but with only eight 
lessons I didn’t have the time to do this. This constant talk made a massive impact on this 
class and proved exhausting for me throughout the unit, so I tired another tactic and worked 
hard at building individual relationships both with the different groups and individual 
students, in particular the most difficult ones. That tactic paid off handsomely and made the 
biggest impact in the class and on their behavior. 
 
Relevancy of subject and student engagement I knew was central to the success of this unit. 
From my previous observation I knew that this class needed something very physical to 
make that they could progress rapidly. The project needed to be fast paced and highly 
engaging if I was to have any hope with this class, and it needed a very wide creative scope to 
prompt their imaginations to lead the narrative of the project. These kids could spin a yarn 
like there was no tomorrow, and I knew if I could harness this talent, it would become an 
exciting and engaging element of the unit. 
 
I gave up on trying to make presentations to the whole class early on and concentrated on 
going around the classroom and giving them separate group presentations. This worked 



incredibly well for such a high-energy class.  I would begin each session with a welcome that 
started outside at the door. It involved a lot of wrangling, but it was important for me to 
create a really positive environment. They had often come from a challenging class before 
mine, which I knew because of what was recorded in their formbook. This prior history 
became invaluable for pitching the tone of my session, especially when I was inheriting some 
turbulence from earlier in the day.  I had to think very quickly on my feet to keep repitching 
that tone, and I found that I both enjoyed and relished that challenge, as it connected me 
back to my earlier career as a director.   
 
The idea of creating a task where building was the central idea didn’t really depend on any 
previous skill. This worked remarkably well for most students, and gave them huge freedom 
to create fantastic structures; and once established within their community, fantastic 
imaginative narratives to accompany them. But for a few, it had the total opposite effect. The 
task was simply too easy, they rejected the more conceptual dimension of the project and it 
turned quickly for them into craft hour, which became another excuse to be disengaged and 
in turn lead to disruption of the rest of the class.  
 
This was something that I had to rethink every class.  I had to figure out a way of getting 
these kids on side to begin with and then find tasks for them to access this project in other 
ways. This in the end was not successful.  I managed to get them on side so they weren’t 
completely consuming all my time in class, by having a discussion before each class, laying 
out a couple of options that they had to choose to stay in my class. This tactic got through, 
but not much work was achieved.  
 
Upon reflection, I should have broken the class tasks into smaller segments as way to keep 
everyone more engaged and not allocating a whole lesson dedicated to one stage only. When 
I did this in my latter lessons by breaking the tasks up to last only 10 minutes each, there was 
some success. There was also a great success in my first class employing very quick fire, time 
observed sketches. This rapid engaging lesson planning, where the class is made up of quick 
fire tasks is something I would like to investigate further, and I think this, along with class 
and group discussions, could be very successful with a similar class in future. 
 
Another very surprising reaction I got from students was in my stencil workshop. The idea 
behind this lesson was to break up the project with a task that was related but different and 
fun.   When I created stencils from their ID photos and handed them out, the class erupted, 
although you could barely recognize the images after being processed through a Photoshop 
filter to create black and white stencils. They were immediately screwed up and thrown 
away. The reaction was spectacular.  
 
I ran a similar class with year 10 photography, where I got the students to take their own 
photograph and turn it into a stencil, which was very successful with the older group.  I 



would make time to include this element in this unit, giving students permission and control 
in creating a their own image as a photograph. 
 
Again upon refection, I needed to scaffold a lot more of instruction. I think in retrospect if I 
had done this I would have had more engagement from some of my students who were 
finding the idea as a whole too conceptual. Had I scaffolded more of the tasks they could 
have become more involved.   This is really something that as a teacher, and in particular as 
an art teacher, I have become very aware of. I approach my teaching at times with an 
overwhelming desire to tap into kids’ creativity with what at best could be described as a 
grand, sweeping, romanticized brush. I need to slow down and pay attention to some of the 
nuts and bolts of how I can achieve this in my lesson plan, and to have tasks and methods of 
reaching high standards that are achievable for all my students. I know my strength is in 
building relationships with students so I need to keep cultivating this while gaining more 
experience in devising strategies that engage students effectively. 
 
 
PART B: 
 
Geneva Gay’s study on Preparing for culturally responsive teaching provides a strong 
framework for this analysis of the unit I designed.  I have distilled five elements from Gay’s 
framework and discuss each one as it applies to my unit.   
 
Developing a knowledge base  
 
My first assumption about the students in front of me was far too sweeping… all Maori and 
Pacifika with two Thai students. I quickly learnt that the cultural makeup of my class was far 
more complex. Not only was there six different ethnic and racial groups present but an equal 
number of different mixes of those groups. At that stage I hadn’t read Jill Smith’s survey that 
shows how often ‘ ’cultural diversity’ is conceptualized in terms of ‘ethnic diversity’ rather 
than the cultural differences of students’  (Smith,2002) 
 
I came away from completing my unit deeply frustrated with how little I’d been able to learn 
about the cultural specificity of my students. My approach was rather textbook and obvious. 
All my students belonged to strongly community based cultures so I built a unit around 
creating community. Together we built a city in which they could live comfortably and 
creatively, designed by the students themselves, built with their own hands in styles that 
differed wildly, competitively, even chaotically at times, out of basic materials they fashioned 
in groups of their own choosing. The community they created during and out of all that was 
rich and bewildering to me, despite all my planning. There were at least six different and 
distinct understandings of community operating.  
 



I needed to know a lot more before I began. For example, I used some Maori and Pacific 
artists employing   similar materials and techniques to what the students had. This drew a 
good response, but on reflection, and with more time and research, I could have gone much 
further. I also researched Tikanga Maori and Pasifika understandings of earth and sky with a 
view to incorporating these myth-laden elements into the city. Bigger themes like these 
seemed more authentic than self-conscious attempts to add an ethnic flavor. I did though 
encourage students to create flags and signs in their own languages. All this was an attempt 
to find ‘a familiar starting point as a source of motivation’ (Smith,2002) 
 
Exploring further this idea of deep knowledge and knowing that identity and place were key 
components in teaching Maori and Pacifika students I developed a project based around 
stenciling self portraits (drawing on school ID photos) as a way of providing personal 
anchors under the Twig City, a visual signature from the creators. I expected they would 
relish this graffiti like technique and enjoy tagging themselves across the environment they 
had built. Unfortunately, this proved to be disastrous.   Students almost without exception 
reacted with shock and horror at what they looked like in this posterised form. I 
underestimated the level of teenage vanity, and pointing this out only triggered more 
outrage. 
 
What I was hearing below the outrage was a highly developed sensitivity to not only 
distinctive facial features but even more importantly, what they referred as their “blackness”.  
I was completely unprepared and taken aback by this, and had to rethink very quickly what 
to do next and apologize to the class for this not working. In retrospect I should have 
scaffolded the task and provided stenciled images of well known Black leaders respected and 
admired by them, everyone from presidents to hip hop artists. 
 
This project required a lot of raw materials to be gathered beforehand. I went into it with a 
little knowledge ( gleaned from other teachers) with zero expectations of how much help I’d 
get from these students. ( At a higher decile school I observed, students responded eagerly 
and generously to bringing needed materials.) 
 
I knew that my students come from communities highly skilled and sophisticated in sharing 
preparation and responsibility at family, church,sporting and festival gatherings. But 
bringing something however basic to an art class in an institutionalized educational setting 
seemed too much to ask. Does that lie in the way we ask or is there some deeper alienation or 
resistance going on here? 
 
I’m baffled by all of this and suspect from my classroom experience so far that there is a 
powerful component of cultural appropriateness at work.  Pakeha students seem to deal with 
instruction, direction, compliance from outside and above with relative ease. Maori and 
Pacifika students seem to need another level of legitimacy and authority.  That needs to 
come from their community and whanau outside the school.  Perhaps if I had been able link 



their whanau and community into the preparation of this unit, the student engagement 
would have come on stronger and earlier. 
 
The knowledge I needed was not only about factual information on what materials were 
available and affordable for students to bring but the protocols that governed how gifts and 
free contributions were given and received across the cultural divides between school where 
my students lived. 
 
Relevant curriculum 
 
Our national curriculum for visual arts is strong on cultural diversity with a bicultural rather 
than multicultural weighting.  Jill Smith’s research shows how hard it is to translate that 
mandate into culturally responsive teaching for a student population in which Maori are 
increasingly a minority, and where art teachers are still overwhelmingly white European.      
 
I built my unit for Year 9 focusing on NZ Curriculum for Visual Arts levels 4,5,6, with 
discussion focused on how ‘meaning is communicated and interpreted in their own and 
others work’ (NZ  Curriculum,2007 )That was the theme of endless and heated talk in small 
groups. I was also trying to honor the mandate in Kahikitia, which opens with Sylvia Ashton 
Warner’s call for ‘Maori to achieve educational success as Maori’(Ministry of  education, 
2013).   Gay’s distinction between ‘formal and symbolic curriculum’ (Gay,2002) was 
important in my planning so I set a task that would be able to surround them as they 
proceeded; literally starting to live in the city they were building. My unit plan shows the 
details of the skills and understandings my unit set out to develop. In particular, images and 
objects from past and present cultures played a big part in my design and I constantly 
referenced collections of these to students in small groups as they built their city. 
 
I appreciated the generous breadth of the mandate provided by this curriculum.  It allows me 
endless scope to find ways of engaging students, and then with my own research, create 
challenging unit plans for visual arts. But for all this freedom, the cultural knowledge that 
Gay refers to is still fundamental. The curriculum allows me to be as creative as I’m able to 
be but ensures nothing by itself about culturally responsive engagement. 
 
 
Classroom climate 
 
My class had a lot of energy that was hard to harness, with a track record of being 
unmanageable. I realized it was near impossible to address the class as a whole beyond a very 
basic introduction of a minute or so. The level of talk was very confronting to begin with, but 
I quickly learnt that behind the seeming disorder, sometimes tipping towards chaos, 
something important was going on. The talk didn’t feel like hostility directed towards me, 



but their way of holding a community together. I had to find a way of joining it, and 
shouting at them or insisting on silence wasn’t going to work. 
 
So I broke the class into groups so they could work together on creating a distinct suburb 
with its own identity. By working with each of the groups, one by one, I was able to explore 
the topic with them in much greater detail and communicate each new stage of the project. 
That would have been impossible if I’d tried to work with the whole class together. I joined 
the city my students were building by learning to live in each of their suburbs, one at a time. 
In this way, we started to a create a climate of mutual trust where teacher and students 
become “partners” in Gay’s words, and where everyone is as important as another.  
 
 I created these small groups in a way that respected the existing alliances and friendships.  I 
discovered they quickly built a strong communal identity within these small groups.  
Resources were pooled, help given to other and a communal learning environment started to 
emerge. Much to my surprise, when their individual modeling efforts had to be pooled into 
larger corporate structures ( ie houses gathered into suburbs) this sense of communal 
identity still survived and even flourished. 
 
What I found most satisfying is that these results were achieved not only through creating an 
atmosphere of caring and mutual respect, but through a hands on  ‘action 
oriented’(Gay,2002) project in which every student could contribute, whatever his or her 
skill level or background. No twig house was disqualified and even when groups gathered 
their dwellings into suburbs I would find hard to live in, that contribution was 
acknowledged, owned and a climate of acceptance was reinforced. 
 
Communication 
 
Geneva Gay’s discussion of ‘protocols of participation’ (Gay,2002)was a massive learning for 
me, swamped as I was by a deluge of talk. Gay defines different kinds of talk:’ a mainstream 
passive-receptive style versus an active-participatory used in many groups of 
colour’(Gay,2002), whereby speakers expect listeners to engage with them in a fluid and 
interchangeable way. This is how I quickly learnt to join the talk with Gay’s warning ringing 
in my ears: ‘when they are denied use of their natural ways of talking, their thinking, 
intellectual engagement and academic efforts are diminished as well.’ (Gay,2002) 
 Another culturally important part of this task was getting students to find their voices as 
orators within their community. Instead of getting students to shut up so I could talk, I tried 
to get them to harness and direct their “talk” around their creations. As soon as their 
structures started to take shape, so did the stories that fuelled these structures, and this 
created an exciting new energy in the class as I moved from group to group asking to hear 
them.  
 



In the next stage, each small group was asked to weave together the stories from within each 
suburb and finally present the narrative they have woven to the wider class. At each level of 
this talking, orators are emerging, and hopefully a babble of undirected voices will become 
distinct and distinctive narrations. This is a class with a daunting reputation for endless and 
uncontrolled talk. Through becoming citizens of Twig City, the chaos starts to take some 
creative shape. 
 
Instruction 
 
‘Matching instructional techniques to the learning styles of ethnically diverse students’ 
(Gay,2002)is how Gay defines this section. In my unit I tried to match the task and 
techniques required with what I knew about the student group. I decided on a form building, 
with sculptural elements, hands on project rather than a more traditional drawing exercise. I 
wanted to use techniques used by contemporary Maori and Pasifika artists, which they had 
themselves borrowed from their own traditions. Mallon and Pereira call this ‘ a blending of 
transcultural experience’.  
 
My students quickly owned the techniques but the task itself proved a bigger challenge. 
These 28-year nine students had a track record of very low engagement with prescribed tasks 
of any sort.  I was searching for a task and a way of achieving it that would meet them where 
they were and what they knew (‘prior knowledge’(Gay,2002) in Gay’s words) and let them 
enjoy getting on board, however limited their artistic experience and range of skills might be. 
The feedback I received from mentors was that I had chosen something that was too 
conceptual and in actual practice, too basic, even juvenile for some students. 
 
I understand this criticism but I remain committed to finding a task that would engage and 
excite these students, however basic it might be.  I found that whenever that engagement 
kicked in, as it surely it did in at least some corners of the Twig City, the responses from 
students were transformative, especially in the stories that spun out from their models. 
For example, the two girls who in my earlier observation class, were impossible to control or 
engage, created two of the most stunning and detailed houses in Twig City. And one of the 
boys who struggled to begin making his model, was still able to engage with the class through 
a series of remarkable stories about his imagined residence in Twig City. 
 
The subject itself also has huge bearing on whether it is likely to engage students. 
For me, this is fundamental in teaching art. So I looked for a topic that was open with lots of 
room to create freely, wasn’t constrained by skill sets and was anchored in our shared 
humanity rather than any specific culture. A house has this universality, as does a collection 
of houses. I gathered an extensive library of images from many different cultures and 
historical periods to illustrate how we all need structures to shelter in and come home to. 
And the techniques we employed were those honed in childhood play across all cultures. 



I worked hard at widening the range of instructional techniques – everything from story 
telling to visual examples; group discussion and individual conversation, lots of humor, 
comparisons of group work, provocative questioning, unrelenting affirmation and constant 
pushing to explore further. 
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